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Abstract 

The constitution is the prime document of any state to define the policy to run the country. 

Even Constitution is divided into kinds and types. Constitution describing the purposes, 

intentions, standards and goals to shelter the persons and essential civil rights of the public. The 

Constitution of Pakistan is the guideline for the fundamental rights of people. Before the 

creation of Pakistan there were Indian Act 1935 and the state was ruled under the governor 

general, later the new constitution was presented in form of objectives resolution, first time 

females privileges were incorporated later in the 1956 constitution the independence of the 

judiciary and civil rights were incorporate, later in 1962 constitution it was assured to confirm 

the far-reaching marginal privileges later in the constitution of 1973 women rights were 

included without dissemination on the base of (race, color, sex, caste, religion, dwelling, or 

place of birth) and ensure the women participation in all domains of ordinary life with shelter 

government. 
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1. Introduction 

The constitution is the prime document in which a state defines the policy to run the country. 

It is providing a smooth direction for the very coming government to function in the state and 

provides welfare for their citizens. The constitution is developing relations among the state and 

its citizens. In other words, it is prescribed as Constitution is the reasonable commandment of 

the state-owned. The different scholars given different statements to define constitution, one of 

them was Woolsey, once he said: “Constitution is the assortment of ideologies rendering to the 

supremacies of the management”.  

The other scholar, Jellinek, said: "Constitution is a physique of jurisdictional guidelines that 

regulate the superlative mouthpieces of the state ". The other scholar Gilchrist said, 

"Constitution regulates the organization of administration, its powers and principles". (Salem 

Akhtar, 2013, p.27).    
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Constitution mendacities on the following principles  

 Organizations and controls for the management. 

 Moralities and instructions for the political process. 

 Develop relations between the individuals and direction. 

 It is unfolding the Privileges and responsibilities of the public. 

 Persons are receiving their privileges and defending rendering the constitution, no 

one specific, group and supervision have space to interrupt the Constitution. 

(B.S Danial, 1998, p.18)  

Sorts of Constitution  

1. Written Constitution: In written Constitutions series of other documents are included 

and it is present in form of the book. It is verbalizing and assuming from a constituent assembly 

of state- owned or an association or a governing body. In this form of constitution, the 

government is destined to mechanism firmly harmonious necessities of the constitution. 

2. Un-written Constitution: Unwritten constitution of any state is not in written form and 

not decreeing from a Constituent Assembly. It based on numerous antique agreements, 

commandments and settlements of diverse officialdoms and countries except it persons are 

patient and submitting it in regular life. 

Variation among Transcribed and Unrecorded Constituents 

 The written constitution is present in written form in the shape of a document 

or book, while the unwritten constitution is consistent on moral belief old 

traditions, customs and traditions. 

 The written constitution is smoothly passed from the constituent assembly of 

any state and the unwritten constitution is the consequence of the measured 

progression of constitutional advancement. 

 The written constitution is sold and unchangeable and not less bendable, 

while the unwritten constitution is contingent on procedures or settlements. 

Further, the constitution is divided as below. 
 

(1) Malleable Constitution: A Lithe Constitution straightforwardly modified 

bestowing the action of direction. It can be alternate permitting the societal and 

dogmatic atmosphere modification in the state-owned there is no place of rebellion. 

The constitution is the main source to maintain peace in fluctuating periods. 
 

(2) Unyielding Constitution: in Stiff Constitution amended or change is forbidden 

and any amendment if any government wants it first pass a bill with a majority of 

2nd/3rd or 3rd/4th concerning the rudimentary motivation of the citizens, it is also 

conceded a foundation of constancy and it is ideal for a federation.  
 

(3) Progressed Constitution: this type of constitution is not ratified by any assembly 

of persons or institution, but it is the outcome of the sluggish and plodding 

progression of fruition. Its rubrics and moralities are directed from the antique, 

chronological, time-tested and customs because it is the merchandise of old fruition and 

political necessities and concrete astuteness of the folks. 
 

(4) Ordained Constitution: this type of Constitution endorsed and assumed from the 
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muster or Constituent Assembly or Council of state and finally passing elongated 

conversation. 

Potentials of Constitution which are under below 

 The Constitution of any state should be transcribed scientifically. 

 It integrates the constitutional commandment of the state. 

 Constitution can improve and modification accord with the vagaries of milieu and 

prerequisites of the general public. 

 The constitution neither is inelastic nor disproportionately stretchy. 

 It is providing Ultimate Constitutional rights and Independences to the public. 

 It describes the organizations, supremacies, occupations and inter-connect of the 

management with three periodicals of the state-owned. 

 It is on condition that answerable, imperfect and liable for the direction. 

 It is provided that: Decree of Commandment, De-centralization of supremacies, 

Sovereign and influential Magistrates, classification of Indigenous self-sufficiency, 

Wide-ranging Process of Modification of the Constitution, Progression and 

Equipment for the demeanor of unrestricted and determinations. 

 The Constitution is shimmering the dominance of the folks. 

 The linguistic of the constitution must be unpretentious, vibrant and explicit. 

 The Constitution is sanctioning the law lords with the supremacy to construe, shelter 

and describing the essential privileges and independence of the folks in contradiction 

of the imaginable jurisdictive and decision-making immoderations. 

The prominence of the Constitution which are under below 

 It is dazzling the supreme willpower of the individuals. 

 It is describing the purposes, intentions, standards and goals to shelter the persons. 

 It promising the essential civil rights of the public. 

 It is compulsory upon the center as well as management. 

 It stipulates the influence and technique of adjustment. 

 It designates the voting structure and political civil liberties of the public. 

 It is providing judiciary independence and the imperative of commandment. 

 It is assurances for the inhabitants to safeguard people in contradiction of managerial 

engagements. 

Constitution of Pakistan 

The Constitution is the basic document to guide law, political culture and system in Pakistan. 

It is identifying the state, fundamental rights of people, the constitutional edifice establishing 

the institutions and the country's armed forces. (Nisrine, 2008, p, 33).  

Women Rights in the Constitution of Pakistan  

Pakistan came into being on 14th August 1947, in that time the constitutional reigning 

preparation was on the base of the 1935 Indian Act after a long time struggled the new 

constitution for the new state was written to run the government.  
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The Government of Indian Act 1935 

Before the creation of Pakistan, there was the Indian act, 1935 to rule the sub-continent, it was 

given by aristocrat Linlithgow. It consisted of l 321 slices, fourteen Fragments and ten rosters. 

Three main Elements were chatted in the Indian act which is below. 

 Governors were appointed for the administration of provinces. 

 The Indian prince states have acceded to the federation. 

 The chief commissioners were appointed for the administrations of provinces. 

Parts of Indian act 1935 

 Council of country.  

 House of assembly.  

1. Council of country. The convention of state-owned was entailed about 156 

legislative body of UK India for three years. 

2. House of Assemblage. The household of muster far ahead known centralized 

gathering; its memberships were 250 of British and 125 Affiliates of Indian for 05 

years. The first time the British of India announced it in the history of India and 

provinces were openhanded to under the consultant of indigenous governors that 

were about 12 and first time constitutional supremacy was abdication to Indian 

individuals and accepted constitutional rights. (Paul, 1985, p, 22) 

The Unconventionality Deed, 1947 

In 1947, praise was remunerated to Attlee and Mount batten to discrete two unconventionality 

states in the subcontinent, this tribute known as freedom Deed of 1947. In this act state came 

under federation and ruled by the governor general, later a fresh constitution was presented in 

Pakistan that was objectives perseverance, the components were approved by the assembly of 

Pakistan on 12 March 1949. 

Objective Resolutions, 1949 and Women rights in Pakistan 

In this perseverance first time, indispensable females privileges were incorporated in Pakistan 

that was communal, pecuniary, it is acknowledged that every citizen has standards, customs 

and position, he has factual to parties progressive and sound pecuniary veracious, but in this 

constitution, identical occasions in communities was not deliberated. (Malik 2001, P, 13) 

It was the first foremost stage to present an objective resolution on 7th March 1949, in object 

resolution following supremacies were discoursed.  

 Sovereignty is Cosmos it goes to Allah. 

 The country implemented consultant by the preferred depiction of the persons. 

 The moralities of egalitarianism, autonomy, equivalence, broad-mindedness, and 

communal impartialities are articulated from the Islamic point of view was not 

copiously pragmatic. 

 Provision was for spontaneously acknowledge and repetition of creeds and ethos. 

The country was ruled by a confederation. 

 The straightforward honesty was not encompassed for equivalence of decrees, 
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openings formerly decree, civic, monetary and partisan impartiality and autonomy 

of assumed appearance, credence, reliance, adoration and submission focuses to 

regulation and communal ethics.  

 The free judiciary was not completely dwindled. (Gul Shahzad, 2004, P.44)  

 The coming management fetched innovative structure of new constituents.  

Constitution of 1956 and women factual in Pakistan 

Womenfolk’s privileges are encompassed in this constitution: 
 

 All civilian are permitted in freshly country and everyone have exact to delight self-

ruling privileges. 

 Every resident has true liberty of discourse and countenance and choice of the 

fourth estate. 

 Every inhabitant possesses the accurate by free subsidiary or incorporation. 

 All natives have the exact of placidly assemblage wide-ranging the public. 

 Each civilian has the veracious of a lifetime, authorization and factual to 

necessitate, clutch and inclined of his or her possessions in any splinter of country. 

(Ibid,P,55) 

The safeguard in contradiction of the benefit of the persistence of any precise creed and 

Safeguard alongside the acumen in the amenities. This constitution was free of the judiciary. 

The ultimate privileges of folks were assured in the constitution. 

It confirmed the precaution and retreat of the alternative privileges; they could spontaneously 

act consulting to their creeds, credence and veracious to elevation culture spontaneously. It was 

vowed the endorsed educations on the foundation of Quran and Sunnah, whereas it was 

eliminated the obnoxious isometrics as infidelity, gaming and liquefied, every civilian has the 

civil privileges to collaboration the law lords interpretation liberty by law. (Hinchdiffe, 1968, 

P.67)  

1962 Constitution and Women exist in Pakistan 

When soldierly regime came in power once again a new constitution was given to the country. 

In this constitution womenfolk’s privileges were included: 

 The uncomplicated egalitarianism was accessible preferred by folks. The 

nominated representative adherents were instituted as Electoral College for the 

nomination of president, national assembly and provincial assemblages. 

 In this constitution, it confirms the wide-ranging sovereignty of law lords. 

 Further, it was assured to confirm the far-reaching marginal privileges. (Rizvi,2003, 

P.19)   

The Constitution of 1973 and Women Rights 

After division, Pakistan was ruled as autonomous administration, the representative 

management proclaimed a constitution in 1973. It was incorporated on 14th August 1973 and 

female rights were included: 

 The basic constitutional privileges of the public were precaution from the court of 

law. 
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 The sovereign law lords are providing throughout the country. 

It is also warranted the security of the minority and twisted the detached orchestras for the 

subgroups. 

Article No. 11. It undertakes all procedure of free employment is outlawed for the wellbeing 

of the teenager, every youngster in any sweatshop, coal mine or other perilous occupation is 

outlawed. Somebody who is suffering chastisement in contradiction of decree to entail by law 

for communal persistence. 

Article No. 12, no law sanction is a reprimand of a person. For an act or omission that is not 

punishable from the law at the time of the act or omission. For an offense from a penalty count 

less than or any diverse kind from, the penalty, it is prescribed beg law for that wrongdoing at 

the time the felony is devoted.  

In article 270, it is described that smear to any law making acts of rescindment or subversion 

of a constitution in potency in Pakistan at any time from the Twenty Third Day March, one 

Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty Six and transgression. 

Article No. 14, (1) The self-esteem of the gentleman is a matter to the commandment; the 

discretion of home-based shall be sacrosanct. (2). No individual shall be imperiled to a nuisance 

for the diligence of confiscating symptom. 

Article No. 15, each sustains in interrogation and is utilitarian for commands this is obligatory 

by law in the public absorption, reaches and substitutions freely during Pakistan and exists in 

and reimbursement in any chunk of the country. 

Article No. 16, the peacefully muster wanting munitions and restrictions are compulsory by 

law in the absorption of communal instruction. 

Article No. 17, Every inhabitant has the right to form implications or amalgamations 

serviceable confines will be requisite by law in the exclusive of dominion or genuineness of 

Pakistan, public, masculinity or ethics. 

Every civilian who is in the service of Pakistan has the right to form a union or be a member 

of a political party; the cataloging will be essential by law in the inquisitiveness of the 

sovereignty or honesty of Pakistan. 

Article No. 18. Every resident possesses endorsed vocation or career, and demeanor to 

legalized occupation or corporate. 

Article No. 19. Every resident possesses liberty of discourse and countenance and choice of 

the press, the impartial precincts will be enforced by law in the curiosity of the magnificence of 

Islam or the reliability comparative with the overseas state, public order or morality, or in 

relation to the disdain of court, commission or provocation and wrongdoing. 

Article No. 20. It is given privileges of conceding, preparation and proliferate the creed, every 

religion. 

Article No. 21. The interval for the determination of any exact creed, no individual is inhibited 

to recompense exceptional tariff to sustain of conviction. 
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Article No. 22. No one has seemed any enlightening association that is compulsory to attain 

convictions instructions or take a share in any faith's primness or appear creeds adoration. The 

institution's formality or devotion concedes to the creed. 

Article No. 23. The constituents and realistic precincts are implemented from the law in the 

communal curiosity. 

Article No. 24. Every individual is protected accord through law. Further: 

Article No. 25. All inhabitants are equivalent and enabled to the identical defense of the law. 

Article No. 26. There is not any kind of discrimination against residents 

Article No. 34. Ensure the women participate in every walk of life. 

Article No. 35. This is the responsibility of the government to shelter the bridal, the clan life. 

(Siddiqui, 2013, P.81)  

Conclusion  

The constitution is the prime document in which a state defines the policy to run the country. 

In other words, it is prescribed as Constitution is the reasonable commandment of the state-

owned. The constitution is divided into different kinds that are written Constitution, un-written 

Constitution, and the written constitution is in the shape of a document or book, while the 

unwritten constitution is consistent on moral belief old traditions, customs and traditions. 

Constitution further divided into different types that are Malleable Constitution, Unyielding 

Constitution, Progressed Constitution and Ordained Constitution. Constitution can improve 

and modification accord with the vagaries of milieu and prerequisites of the general public. 

Constitution describing the purposes, intentions, standards and goals to shelter the persons and 

essential civil rights of the public It is providing judiciary independence and the imperative of 

commandment. The Constitution of Pakistan is the basic document to guide law, political 

culture and system in Pakistan. It is identifying the state, fundamental rights of people, the 

constitutional edifice establishing the institutions and the country's armed forces. 

Pakistan came into being on 14th August 1947, in that time the constitutional reigning 

preparation was on the base of the 1935 Indian Act, in this constitution Governors were 

appointed for the administration of provinces and Indian prince states were accede to the 

federation. The first time the British of India announced it in the history of India constitutional 

supremacy was abdication to Indian individuals, and accepted constitutional rights. 

In 1947, the state came under federation and ruled under governor general, later within two 

years a new constitution was presented in Pakistan in form of objectives resolution in 1949, in 

this perseverance first time indispensable females privileges were incorporated in Pakistan that 

were communal, pecuniary, it is acknowledged that every citizen has standards, customs and 

position, he has factual to parties progressive and sound pecuniary veracious, but in this 

constitution identical occasions in communities was not deliberate. In the 1956 constitution the 

freedom of the law lords. 

After it, the innovative constitution of 1962 was inscribed by the soldierly régime, and confirm 

the far-reaching marginal privileges. After division, the coming administration proclaimed the 

constitution of 1973 and women's rights were included there is no dissemination on the 
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foundation of gender. In this constitution ensures that women can participate in all domains of 

ordinary life and the government will shelter them from any discrimination.  
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